
The ever-increasing flood of information and constant  
state of change presents companies and their employees 
with new challenges every day. This is especially true for 
knowledge workers - who account for more than 60% of 
the workforce - as they search for information, manage 
e-mail, communicate with colleagues, etc. Productivity  
solutions such as Microsoft Office 365 promise to help us  
overcome these challenges without giving information  
the right context.

Pokeshots‘ SmarterWorkplace Solutions, consisting of SmarterAgent Intelligent Content, SmarterPath Office 365 
Wizards, SmarterPath Workplace Learning and SmarterTour Performance Support, are fully integrated into the digital 
workplace, providing context as well as permanent and active support within the Office 365 environment.

SMARTERWORKPLACE SOLUTIONS

SMARTERAGENT INTELLIGENT CONTENT
A Microsoft Teams App, that along with the SmarterPath App, offers an optimally coordinated  
solution. Through a complete integration of Office365 content, the Intranet, SmarterPath and  
other external sources into MS Teams channels, information can be quickly found and shared.  
With the added benefit of a chatbot, digital knowledge management becomes smarter, faster  
and more efficient.

SMARTERPATH OFFICE 365 WIZARDS
Ready-made learning paths for the Office 365 SmarterPath App that enable employees to quickly 
and effectively take advantage of the benefits of Office 365. Wizards help you avoid unnecessary 
costs for training, re-training and productivity losses due to insufficient or incorrect use of the tools, 
and they can be applied to various areas such as sales, service, onboarding, etc.

SMARTERPATH WORKPLACE LEARNING 
Combines the functions and advantages of two widely-used solutions: Enterprise Social Networks 
(ESN) and Learning Management Systems (LMS). Users benefit from easy-to-create learning paths 
that combine different types of content with access to experts and power users. Tests, reporting 
and gamification functions ensure a holistic approach to learning at the workplace.

SMARTERTOUR PERFORMANCE SUPPORT 
Offers employees direct experience of success. For example, user starts SmarterTour, which  
guide one step by step through the application. As it is not a simulation, he or she get results  
immediately afterwards: a real performance support and not only learning.

THE BENEFITS 
of using SmarterWorkplace Solutions result from improved on-the-job performance. For example, valuable working 
time is regained and stress levels are reduced because existing content is actively and proactively made available, 
existing knowledge can be consistently applied, and employees receive active performance support (what they  
need, exactly when they need it). From streamlining onboarding to managing day-to-day processes to improving 
communication, SmarterWorkplace delivers the support needed for your organization’s digital transformation.
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